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Abstract: The purpose of this study is to examine the significant factors influencing Malaysian university students’ intentions to venture into business through entrepreneurship education. Malaysia is a developing nation with a high rate of unemployment among the young graduates emerging from the universities. The Malaysian government is taking great efforts in transforming into a knowledge-based economy, where the term 'entrepreneur' has been defined as one of its key elements. The problem is how to instil in the minds of students that they should venture into business instead of seeking jobs. The literature probes into concepts and conceptualisations of the theories and has proposed a theoretical framework identifying the research issues and the research gap. The research design consists of developing a hypothetical framework with entrepreneurship education as the independent variable to test the dependent variable of entrepreneurial intentions. In addition, demographic characteristics, attitude factors and stakeholder support system factors act as mediating variables. The methodology employed is quantitative, which includes a random sample from final year students studying entrepreneurship as a subject curriculum from four entrepreneurial focused Malaysian universities. Data collection is proposed using questionnaire survey and analysed through SPSS version 22.0 and Structural Equation Modelling, AMOS version 22.0.
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I. Introduction

Entrepreneurship education has expanded significantly in most of the countries during the last two decades. The considerable expansion over this period has been seen as a widespread governmental belief in the positive impact that entrepreneurship has on the socio-economic and political infrastructure of a nation [1]. There has been an increase in entrepreneurship education throughout the globe. Globalisation has brought about many substantial changes in the job market to which young people as newcomers are vulnerable. With the continuously changing environment, the students of the current century find that university education is no longer secured for employment in the job market [2].

Entrepreneurship education has come a long way since the first entrepreneurship course proposed in Harvard university in 1971 [3]. Entrepreneurship has become an academic and teaching field [4], considering the fast increasing number of universities worldwide, which offer entrepreneurship programs and courses. The current figures show a real boom in entrepreneurship education and training in many countries in the world [5]. Universities play a major role in regional innovation and economic growth. They are the key providers of new technologies and business ventures; and sometimes act as a regional development engine [6]. Entrepreneurial intent has been proven to be a predictor of future entrepreneurial behaviour [7]. Intent can be described as ‘a state of mind directing a person’s attention toward a specific object or a path in order to achieve something’ [8].

Previous studies on intentions have focused on understanding its importance an impact on individuals and graduate students to start businesses [9, 10]. Though empirical research supports many factors, but it is not known what drives the students’ career decision toward self-employment. A central question that arises is that what factors determine the entrepreneurial intent among students.

In Malaysia, entrepreneurship education has been growing in importance. One of the main social development problems facing the Malaysian economy is graduate unemployment. Graduate preference to become paid employees over becoming self-employed and the current universities systems that promote learning are believed to be among the several contributing factors to the current problems [11]. Realising the significance of entrepreneurship in the development of the knowledge-based economy in Malaysia, efforts have been taken to nurture entrepreneurship in all ways. The higher educational institutions in the country started offering formal entrepreneurship education and included it as one of the subjects in the curriculum of business and other courses, organizing seminars, conferences, short courses and training for students [12]. All stakeholders, civil society, private sector and the governments ensure that entrepreneurship continues to flourish in today’s society. In addition to this the role of universities promoting entrepreneurship education to students is increasing [13].

The problem statement therefore could be stated as, ‘the effectiveness of entrepreneurship education in developing entrepreneurial intentions among the Malaysian university students’. The issue, ‘can
entrepreneurship be taught?’ has been a fundamental issue of debate. The management education can contribute to the provision of entrepreneurship education, technical skills and competencies in the higher educational institutions, but whether the students have the intention to become future entrepreneurs have to be examined. The objective of this study is to examine the key factors influencing students’ intent to create a new venture. Entrepreneurship education studies in the universities have been explored across campuses in universities by many researchers. A linear regression method was proposed and a significant positive correlation was found between participation in entrepreneurial programs and venture creation by Weaver [14]. Entrepreneurship education has been the focus on how to start a business with entrepreneurial behaviour and intention [15]. Previous researches have explored personality traits and attitudes [16]. Social factors such as personal background, family background, stage of career, early life experience and environmental factors have been examined with entrepreneurial intent [17]. Most of the studies conducted in the past had tested the factors separately with entrepreneurial intention. Considering the studies and the literature of concepts and conceptualisations on the theories, a theoretical framework has been developed. With these factors in mind, examining how the effectiveness of entrepreneurship education and its contributing factors can influence entrepreneurial intention is the significance of the study.

II. Literature Review

2.1 Underlying Theories

The literature reviews some of the underlying theories relating to entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial intentions. The main theory used in this study is the “theory of planned behaviour” [18]. Many researchers have used to test the model of this theory to test entrepreneurial intentions [19]. It was indicated that attitudes towards behaviour and perceived behavioural control were affected by subjective norms to perform the behaviour.. Another theory is McClelland’s 1961 theory of achievement which states that individuals with strong need for achievement, affiliation and power [20]. The psychological and behavioural characteristics were depicted in individuals with an ideal type of entrepreneurial personality [21]. Other theories relating to entrepreneurship includes the theory of Social Cognition by Bandura 2001 [22], and the theory of Social Learning by Wenger 1991 [23]. These theories depicted the conceptualisation that learning was considered as an information-processing activity through knowledge transmission and assimilation with a network of social relationships. Another prominent model, the personality traits model described the characteristics relating to an entrepreneur such as motivation for achievement, internal locus of control, risk-taking and tolerance of ambiguity [23].

Some researchers proposed theories relating to entrepreneurship. They indicated the entrepreneur’s image and encouragement of university environment that affect entrepreneurial intention among university students [24, 25]. An economic-psychological model which included factors influencing individuals’ intention to start a business through entrepreneurial conviction was proposed by Krueger 1993 [26], and Davidsson 1995 [27]. Kolvereid 1996 [28] looked at the influence of demographic variables such as family background, gender and previous self-employment experience [29].

Recently entrepreneurial intentions have received considerable interests among researchers [29]. Previous studies showed that entrepreneurship were cultivated during their lifetime and education became very important to build entrepreneurship in people’s mind [30]. Educational background is a key variable and is included in the analysis of researchers [28, 32].

2.2 Conceptual Development To The Hypothetical Model

Entrepreneurship education studies in the universities had been explored across campuses in universities by many researchers. The debate in the entrepreneurship academy was whether entrepreneurship could be taught. It had been critiqued by many researchers as it was related to a matter of personality and psychological characteristics that cannot be taught [33]. Contradicting this statement, many researchers argued and suggested that entrepreneurship or certain facets of it can be taught as a subject [5]. The body of knowledge on entrepreneurship education was focussed on specific objectives to train individuals for, about or in entrepreneurship, through appropriate teaching methods and finally to establish success indicators and methods of evaluation and impact measurements [1].

It was found that a typical university setting was unlikely to include many entrepreneurial elements. The budding entrepreneur needed not only knowledge (science), but new ways of thinking, new kind of skills and new modes of behaviour (arts). Traditional methods were found to be insufficient, so they had to be complemented with entrepreneurial approaches [34]. Multidisciplinary approaches were promoted outside the business schools in entrepreneurship education that focused on the entrepreneurial-directed approach involving co-learning between the teachers and students and experience organised on the basis of theory and learning [35].

Past researches had examined the psychological factors; such as personality traits, self-efficacy and risk taking propensity as characteristics of an entrepreneurial intentions [36]. There was a belief that entrepreneurs possess unique values and attributes. These needed drives to behave in such a way, and had been argued that
they cannot be merely developed or trained in classroom settings. It was found that individuals with high needs of control, achievement, the ability to take risks and a tolerance for ambiguity had been seen to have the drive for entrepreneurial activity [37] As an alternative the attitude measures became a predictive behaviour and social cognition and cognitive processes as significant factors in career choice [38]. Environmental and support factors were also found to influence entrepreneurial behaviour. A hostile environment and good financial support increased the individual’s intention towards self-employment [39].

From the identification and review of the literature, analysing the research problem, and studying the relevant theories and models, a theoretical framework had been proposed to test the model for the research topic. Seven hypotheses were developed in the model with the following variables. The exogenous variables were classified as entrepreneurship education which included the components of entrepreneurship curriculum, teaching methodology and university’s role in promoting entrepreneurship. Mediating variables included were demographic factors of students, the components being gender, family history and ethnicity; attitude factors, the components being attitude towards money, change and competitiveness and stakeholder support system factors, the components of government support, financial institutions support and parents of students support to test the model. The endogenous variable tested was the entrepreneurial intent of students in the university (refer Fig. 1)
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2.2.1 Exogenous Variables

i) Entrepreneurship curriculum

Entrepreneurship education has increased significantly in most industrialised countries through providing courses related to curricula. It is concerned with learning and facilitating entrepreneurship (what to do and how to make it happen) and less studying about it. These approaches are not sufficient for a wider concept of high level entrepreneurship education and often conceived as having highly practical subject matter with a functional curriculum. Basically, it is a process that provides entrepreneurial competencies to provide them with the confidence to operate in any environment [40].

**H1:** Entrepreneurship curriculum has a direct positive effect on entrepreneurial intent among the Malaysian university students.

ii) Teaching methodologies

In the field of entrepreneurship teaching, there are many pedagogical methods with a wide range of models, methods, approaches and modalities [41]. The concept of teaching model integrates a number of dimensions related to both the ontological and educational levels [42]. Most business schools appear to use combination of theoretical and practical approaches in entrepreneurial studies [43, 44]

**H2:** The teaching methodologies have a direct positive effect on entrepreneurial intent among the Malaysian university students.

iii) University’s role in promoting entrepreneurship

The vast majority of students in higher education are not given the opportunity to engage in enterprise education as part of their subject level program studies. Therefore it has been suggested that enterprises and entrepreneurship are learned phenomena and universities play a vital role in encouraging and providing opportunities for enterprise to flourish. The focus is on promoting economic development rather than teaching and research [45, 35].
H3: The University’s role in promoting entrepreneurship has a direct positive effect on entrepreneurial intent among the Malaysian university students.

2.2.2 Mediating variables
iv) Attitude factors
According to the theory of planned behaviour, individual’s attitudes have an impact on behaviour via intention. Researchers have proposed models and suggested that perceived desirability, feasibility, subjective (social) norms, attitude, perceived self-efficacy and perceived behavioural control are key factors affecting entrepreneurial intentions [46]. Attitudes can be classified as attitude towards money, attitudes towards change and attitudes towards entrepreneurship [37, 38].

A favourable attitude towards money refers to individuals who view high incomes as a symbol of success (achievement) and as a means to attain autonomy, freedom and power. Such features are often inclined towards successful entrepreneurs [47]. Individuals possessing a positive attitude towards change are characterised primarily by the propensity to view as attractive rather than threatening those situations that are ambiguous, changing rapidly or unpredictable [48] and this is viewed as a factor influencing entrepreneurial motivation positively [24]. The desire to be competitive influences the attitude towards entrepreneurship to act as a primary determinant of students’ willingness to be self-employed [39].

H4: Attitude factors have a direct positive effect on entrepreneurial intent among the Malaysian university students.

v) Stakeholder support system factors
The stakeholder’s involvement, i.e. the government, financial institutions and parents’ of students are crucial to ensure that entrepreneurship flourish in the current revolution [49, 50 & 51]. Entrepreneurship is enforced by the government through public policies and programs that consider financing to be one of the principal means of achieving higher rates of entrepreneurial activity [52, 53]. Academic entrepreneurs involved in innovation have a high need for financing availability because innovative activities are often costly [54]. Sources of funding obtained from the financial institutions are micro-financing, capital financing and equity [55]. The parents of students as external stakeholders have a vested interest in the welfare and future employment prospect of their children and they provide financial support to their children during their study in the higher educational institutes [56, 57].

H5: Stakeholder support system factors have a direct positive effect on entrepreneurial intent among the Malaysian university students

2.2.3 Endogenous variable

vii) Entrepreneurial intention
Shapero’s model suggested that entrepreneurial intentions were influenced by perceptions of desirability, feasibility and propensity to act, and by exposure to entrepreneurship [58, 59 & 60]. It further supported the notions of career socialisation theory [61] which suggested that entrepreneurship education experiences ‘could influence the perceived desirability and through enhanced self-efficacy [58, 62]. Researchers focused on assessing the impact of entrepreneurship education programs on students’ intentions to start business ventures and on the traditional antecedents of intentions such as attitudes, perceptions of control and self-efficacy [42] and environmental barriers, support factors and the university environment. A hostile environment with good financial support increased the individual’s intention towards self-employment [39].

III. Methodology
The research approach formulates tests and refines hypotheses and involves a hypo-deductive approach and employs quantitative measurement and use of statistical analysis [63, 64]. The purpose may be to illuminate some process or problem and to suggest a way forward in what may be an ambiguous situation or where there is uncertainty [65]. The research is classified as descriptive and explanatory, as it is set out to confirm a hypothesized relationship between two or more variables. The survey method is used to obtain the trustworthiness of the research thus including the usage of multiple sources of evidence to test the validity and reliability of the findings. The data that has emerged from the questionnaire sample surveys are analysed through SPSS and Structural equation modelling (SEM) techniques.

Structural equation modelling is a statistical methodology which takes a confirmatory i.e. hypothesis-testing approach to analyze a structural theory bearing on some phenomenon. This structural theory is suitable for ‘causal’ processes that generate observation on multiple variables [66]. The term ‘structural equation modelling’ conveys two important aspects of the procedures. Firstly that causal processes under the study are
represented by a series of structural (i.e. regression) equation and secondly that these structural relations can be modelled pictorially to get a clearer conceptualization of the theory under study. The hypothesised model could then be tested statistically in an analysis of the entire system of variables to determine the extent to which it is consistent with the data. If the model fits adequately, it is found to be plausible of postulated relations among variables, if it is inadequate, then the testability of the relation is rejected [67].

The three characteristics of the SEM model could be summarised as follows:

i) Estimation of multiple and interrelated dependence relationships.
ii) An ability to represent unobserved concepts in these relationships and account for the measurement error in the estimation process.
iii) Defining a model to explain the entire set of relationships [68].

The researcher is interested in studying the theoretical constructs that cannot be observed directly. This abstract phenomenon is called ‘latent variables’ or factors. In the research the latent variable or endogenous variable is entrepreneurial intention among students in the university. Since latent variables are not observed directly they cannot be measured directly. As such the unobserved variable is linked to one that is observable making its measurement possible. Assessment of the behaviour then constitutes direct measurement of the observed variable albeit the indirect measurement of an unobserved variable (i.e. the underlying construct). In this research the exogenous variables of entrepreneurship education which consist the components of entrepreneurship curriculum, teaching methodologies, and role of the university in promoting entrepreneurship are the observed variables. They serve as indicators of the underlying constructs which they represent. The other mediating variables consist of attitude factors, and stakeholder system support factors act as indicators [67].

When SEM is applied, the researcher can assess the contribution of each indicator variable in representing its associated construct and measure how well the combined set of indicator variables represents the construct (reliability and validity). This is the measurement assessment component of SEM. SEM provides a conceptually appealing way to test theory where the researcher can express the theory in terms of relationships among measured variables and latent constructs (variates), and then SEM will assess how well the theory fits as represented by the data [67].

The following are the six stages in SEM:

i) Defining individual constructs
ii) Developing a measurement model.
iii) Designing a study to produce empirical results
iv) Assessing the measurement model validity
v) Specifying the structural model
vi) Assessing the structural model validity

IV. Preliminary Conclusion And Findings

This study has considered entrepreneurship education as the exogenous variable against the endogenous variable of entrepreneurial intention and demographic, attitude and stakeholder support system as mediating variables. Studies indicated that curriculum for entrepreneurship did not have a significant impact on students’ entrepreneurship related ideas, but some programs raised attitudes among students’ intentions as at which stage entrepreneurship education was taught to motivate the students’ interest in entrepreneurship [69]. It had been noted that traditional teaching methods employed in the classroom settings were changing with the increasing use of technology moving towards a more knowledge sharing ecology [50]. The university’s perception showed a positive result in providing adequate knowledge and inspiration for entrepreneurship such as small business management courses and incubators set up in university campuses that increased the students’ enthusiasm and interest in entrepreneurship. Attitudes had proven to be important for predicting entrepreneurial aspirations and with the exception of attitude for competitiveness, the others money and change showed significant dispositions. As for stakeholders support system, studies showed that the students as primary stakeholders were directly involved in entrepreneurship education, and other stakeholders were of secondary importance ranging relatively low. No realistic conclusions were drawn in relation to government, other agencies and parents on the impact of entrepreneurship educations [70]. Several limitations were found in the study, the challenge being the data collection process as data collected was cross-sectional. It was suggested that longitudinal data would provide validity research support. Further to this, future research could be oriented to redefine the variables that compose of the educational background in the research.
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